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ABSTRACTS

PRESIDENTIAL SUCCESSION AND POLITICAL RATIONALITY IN MEXICO

By S. E. SANDERSON

Although presidential succession in Mexico is shrouded in mystery, this article suggests
an indirect method of understanding the politics surrounding that process. The fundamental
framework of presidential politics has changed in the 1970s from populist redistribution to
oil patronage. Such a change has involved the collapse of traditional, party-led populism at
the end of the Echeverria presidency and the reorientation of the Mexican economy during
President Lopez Portillo's "Alliance for Production," made possible largely by the oil boom.
The conservative tone of Lopez Portillo's administration, combined with the relative
strengthening of the state via increased public spending, has shaped policy choices for the
new president, Miguel de la Madrid. The conjuncture of the collapse of populism and the
rise and fall of the oil-boom economy results in a state whose political flexibility is limited
by the weakness of "new populist" politics, while oil patronage is reduced by fiscal constraints
and external payments crises.

REVOLUTIONARIES OR BARGAINERS?

NEGOTIATORS FOR A NEW INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC ORDER

By H. K. JACOBSON, D. SIDJANSKI, J. RODAMAR,
and A. HOUGASSIAN-RUDOVICH

This interview-based study analyzes the attitudes and negotiating behavior of 80 indi-
viduals, principally from less developed countries (LDCs), who were participants in inter-
national economic negotiations in 1976. Some of the more important findings are: (1)
negotiators' views are more diverse than analyses of roll-call votes would indicate; (2) the
positions that countries take appear to be firmly grounded in national political processes
and in pragmatic conceptions of their national interests; (3) negotiators from LDCs with
higher per capita GNP are more likely than those from LDCs with lower per capita GNP
to perceive the negotiations as being polarized, to regard social issues as important elements
of development strategies, and to take advantage of regional cooperation in negotiating;
they are less likely to have negative views toward transnational corporations.

U.S. LEADERSHIP IN A SHRINKING W O R L D :

THE BREAKDOWN OF CONSENSUS AND THE EMERGENCE OF
CONFLICTING BELIEF SYSTEMS

By J. N. ROSENAU and O. R. HOLSTI

The adaptation of the United States to its declining role as a superpower is examined
through an inquiry into the belief systems of the society's leaders. Three sets of mutually
exclusive domestic policy belief systems are identified, along with three sets of mutually
exclusive foreign policy belief systems. The degree to which they are linked to each other
is explored, and the connections are found to be tenuous—suggesting that the cleavages at
work in American society are more enduring and less subject to change than may be readily
apparent. The last section of the paper uses more recent data from a sample of American
leaders to examine the degree to which foreign policy belief systems are susceptible to change
over time, allowing for an analysis of the extent to which the hostage crisis in Iran and the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan affected pre-existing belief systems. The overall finding is
that the impact was negligible, and that foreign policy belief systems are largely resistant
\o change.
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ORGANIZATIONAL PARTICIPATION AND PUBLIC POLICY

By C. E. BLACK and J. B. BURKE

The role in public policy of organizations—broadly defined to include bureaucratic and
corporatist, as well as autonomous, organized interests—merits attention as a form of political
participation characteristic of a wide variety of societies. Various forms of corporatism have
emerged in recent years to play an increasingly important role in most West European
societies. In Japan and the United States, organized interests are still mediated primarily
by the political parties, but in these countries also there is an increasing reliance on organ-
izational participation. Organized interests play an important role in contemporary au-
thoritarian states, and provide a common denominator for comparisons with other political
systems. Special cases of organizational participation that have received considerable attention
include the role of the military as a form of bureaucratic politics in many countries, and
the decision-making function of organizations in the international system. A better under-
standing of organizational participation as the most appropriate basis for the comparative
study of contemporary political systems calls for further research along several lines: for
example, the direct influence of organized interests on governments; the interaction of
corporatist and autonomous organizations with bureaucracies; comparisons of organizational
participation in societies with differing institutional heritages; and the role of organizations
in the international system.

STALEMATE IN THE N O R T H - S O U T H DEBATE:

STRATEGIES AND THE NEW INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC ORDER

By M. W. DOYLE
A review of the recent literature reveals that during the 1970s there were three major

positions in the North-South debate over the New International Economic Order (NIEO).
Each represented a relatively coherent perspective on and strategy for reforming the inter-
national economy. The Structuralist position, advocating the NIEO, captured the allegiance
of much of the South (the developing countries). The Functionalist position, supported by
most of the governments of Northern capitalist societies, rejected the NIEO and sought to
promote stable and dependable change through the specialized international agencies, such
as the IMF, in which the North has considerable influence. A third position, with nongov-
ernmental adherents from both North and South, urged Neofunctionalist reform directed
toward global human rights, both civil and economic. Each of these perspectives represented
a significant aspect of the actual condition of the international order, but none had the
capacity to carry out its strategy. The result has been stalemate both in the negotiations for
a NIEO and in the debate over the direction future international change should take.

T H E T A K E - O F F OF T H I R D WORLD STUDIES?

THE CASE OF FOREIGN POLICY

By B. KORANY

Why is the analysis of Third World foreign policies still labeled the underdeveloped
study of underdeveloped countries? Do we know how social cleavages, structures of post-
colonial states, and types of dependency influence international behavior and patterns of
decision making? Do the barriers to the take-off reside in data problems, lack of sophis-
tication among Third World specialists, or in the state of foreign policy theory itself? Three
problems have to be solved if this subfield is to advance conceptually and to provide us
with cumulative knowledge about Third World countries: (1) the "what" of foreign policy;
(2) the "why" of foreign policy; and (3) the "how" of foreign policy. Despite individual
limitations, the authors reviewed here have collectively applied relevant concepts and unearthed
needed data. These advances put us on the runway ready for a speedy take-off in the 1980s.
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A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE
from HOOVER INSTITUTION PRESS
Sally Borthwick

EDUCATION AND SOCIAL CHANGE IN CHINA
The Beginnings of the Modern Era
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • * • • • •
Dr. Borthwick addresses the problems experienced by educational reformers in late Qing China
between 1890 and 1911 when they attempted to implement Western-style educational practices
while at the same time tried to preserve traditional cultural values. This new study presents not only
a superb analysis of this reform era but also embodies profound implications for China'smoderniza-
tion efforts today.

$21.95 Cloth 234 pp.

John Damis

CONFLICT IN NORTHWEST AFRICA
The Western Sahara Dispute
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

A former U.S. State Department analyst for North Africa, Dr. Damis brings personal and pro-
fessional observations together in this new study in order to clarify the volatile situation which
exists. The author believes the dispute reflects a struggle between systems — a pro-western
monarchy and a liberal economy in Morocco versus an authoritarian one-party regime and a
socialist economy in Algeria.

$19.95 Cloth 196 pp.

Alex N. Dragnich

THE FIRST YUGOSLAVIA
Search for a Viable Political System
• • • • * • • • • • • • * • • • • • • * •
THE FIRST YUGOSLAVIA is a fascinating study of the struggle of the South Slavs to achieve a
common identity as a people and a nation. Covering the period 1918 to 1941, this book offers new
insights into the primary personalities of this time and is a valuable study for any student of Balkan
history and for those interested in the concept of "nation-building."

$24.95 Cloth 186 pp.

Haggai Erlich

THE STRUGGLE OVER ERITREA, 1962-1978
War and Revolution in the Horn of Africa
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • A
This study centers on the period that started with Eritrea's reannexation to Ethiopia, culminated
with the emergence of a strong nationalist movement made up of several organizations, and ended
with the struggle being decided in favor of Ethiopia. Dr. Erlich's well-documented study proposes
that the outcome was less a result of foreign intervention than of the internal dynamics of the
Ethiopian and Eritrean movements.

$9.95 Paper 155 pp.

MasterCard and VISA orders accepted by telephone: 1-800-227-1991 inside California: (415) 497-3373
or send payment plus applicable tax to:

Hoover Institution Press • Dept. 8131 • Stanford University • Stanford CA 94305
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GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES

Approaching Disarmament Education"
Magnus Haavelsrud, Editor
"No more important book could
appear at this time..." Choice
1981 280 pp. 0-86103-043-5 $45.00

The Discipline of Politics
Jean Blondel

Analyzes the development of political
science over the last 25 years.
1981 230 pp. 0-408-10681-6 $29.95

The Defense of Western Europe —
Bernard Burrows and Geoffrey Edwards
Examines Western Europe's dependence
on the United States for defense.

1982 155 pp. 0-408-10702-2 $34.95

- The Mediterranean Basin: Its Political
Economy and Changing International
Relations
Glenda Rosenthal
An in-depth analysis of the area's ongoing
political, economic, and strategic changes.
1982 146 pp. 0-408-10711-1 $45.00

European Political Cooperation—
David Allen, Reinhardt Rummel,
and Wolfgang Wessels
A comprehensive survey of the European
Communities efforts to act as a unified
foreign policy-making body.
1982 192 pp. 0-408-10663-8 $39.95

The East European Economies in the 1970's
Alec Nove, Editor
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